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Our Range of Products includesOur Range of Products includes ::

11-- Out door Olympic Running TracksOut door Olympic Running Tracks

A. Sandwich type system, Product Name: (SW)
Elastic layer, applied directly on site using a special finisher.

Certified for DIN 18035/6:Typ D, certificate IAAF.

Elastic layer of PUR/recycled granulate, and pore-closing layer and poured layer topped with

color granulate EPDM, water impermeable . Running tracks in competition and top-

performance sport, high quality sport surfaces, thick. 13 - 15 mm

EPDM Granules (1 – 4mm)

Pigmented Self leveling layer

Pigmented pore sealer

10mm rubber granule mat

Primer

Asphalt/concrete substrate

B. Granulated solid polyurethane(PUR) system, Product Name:( MT Gran )
Elastic layer, applied directly on site using a special finisher.

Certified for DIN 18035/6: Type C, certificate IAAF.

A resilient and impermeable surface with the same construction as MT type but obtained with a

broadcasted layer of colored EPDM Granules finish

EPDM granules ( 1 – 3 mm )

Pigmented PUR layerAvailable ColorsAvailable Colors

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Pigmented PUR layer

Pigmented PUR layer

Primer

Asphalt/concrete substrate

C. Two layer granule coating system, Product Name:( 2S)
Elastic layer, applied directly on site using a special finisher.

Certified for DIN 18035/6: Type C, certificate IAAF.

Elastic layer with PUR/ recycled granulate plus final layer with granulate PUR/EPDM in

color, water permeable. Ideal For Multi-purpose playgrounds, protection against fall, running

tracks in mass and competition sports, combined school sports grounds, thick. 14 -16 mm.

7mm EPDM granule mat

9mm Rubber granule mat

Primer

Asphalt/concrete substrate

D. Spray coating surface system, Product Name:( SP )
Elastic layer, applied directly on site using a special finisher.

Certified for DIN 18035/6: Type A, certificate IAAF.

Structured sprayed layer, water permeable.

Running tracks, play grounds, ideal even for re-vitalisation and re-topping, thick. 13 mm.

EPDM granule spray coat

10mm granule mat

Primer

Asphalt/concrete substrate

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Available ColorsAvailable Colors
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A. Elastic sports system, Product Name: (Sarpco BS 10+2)

Elastic layer, applied directly on site using a special finisher.

Certified for DIN 18032 / 2, EN 14904, certification IHF and FIBA (International

Handball Federation and International Basketball Federation). Top class elastic

polyurethane sport designed for multi-purpose sport halls, school gyms, specialized

tennis Courts and gymnastic halls. It can be used for any ball games.

Pigmented top coating

Pigmented self levelling

Pigmented pore sealer

Rubber bonding mat

Primer

Asphalt/concrete substrate

B. Non-skid solid polyurethane(PUR) system, Product Name: ( MT )

Elastic layer, applied directly on site using a special finisher.

An impermeable non-skid surface that combines two layers of both 2 component

polyurethane material with weather resistant top-coat.

Pigmented top coat sealer

Pigmented PUR layer

Pigmented PUR layer

Primer

Asphalt/concrete substrate

C. Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer granule system, Product Name: Full (EPDM)

Elastic layer, applied directly on site using a special finisher.

Certified for DIN 18035/6: Type C, Single-layer PUR/EPDM water permeable surface.

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Certified for DIN 18035/6: Type C, Single-layer PUR/EPDM water permeable surface.

High quality elastic surface, designed for multi-purpose sports grounds, ideal for tennis

courts and school athletic tracks, thick. 10 mm. Elastic layer, applied directly on site using

a special finisher, with thickness of 10 mm. It consists of polyurethane bonding agent and

EPDM full-color granulate (rubber resistant to all and any weather influences).

10 mm EPDM granule mat

Primer

Asphalt/concrete substrate

D. Rubber granule mat with polyurethane(PUR) sealer, Product Name: ( 1S )

A permeable surface made of polymerically bound granules mat applied with

colored sealer as finished topping. Colours are usually oxide green and oxide red,

other colours on request.

Colored PUR sealer

Rubber Granules mat

Primer

Asphalt/concrete substrate

E. Polyurethane(PUR) Top Coat/Paint: Product Name: PU Paint

Impregnating systems, sealers and coating materials based on MDI isocyanates will

protect industrial floors against mechanical and chemical stresses and increase their

life-cycle. One-component polyurethane based coatings cure with atmospheric

moisture. To prevent foaming caused by the production of carbon dioxide during the

curing process, they are applied in thin coats.

Lining & Marking

Colored PUR sealer

Primer

Asphalt/concrete substrate

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Available ColorsAvailable Colors
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55..BENIFITSBENIFITS::

Our wetpour soft fall rubber is poured onsite, to create a brilliant safe rubberized surface

designed for soft play. Sarpco playground rubber surfacing offers safety, durability

and low maintenance for soft fall areas around playground equipment, and ideal for use

in childcare centers, parks and school playgrounds. Playground rubber surfaces are

available in many different colours and the design possibilities are endless. We have

extensive experience in wet pour rubber playground surfacing across a broad range of

applications using both EPDM and SBR Recycled rubber.

66. Materials. Materials

A. Primer: A single component, moisture cured polyurethane.

B. Binder: A MDI based, elastomeric, polyurethane pre-polymer with low order and

exceptional weathering and binding attributes.

1. Product Name: SarpcoSarpco PlaySafePlaySafe PlaygroundPlayground SurfacingSurfacing

22. Manufacturer. Manufacturer

Saudi Rubber Products Co.

33. Product Description. Product Description

BASIC USE:

PlaySafe Poured-in-Place Playground Surfacing is designed for Children playgrounds.

44. COMPOSITION. COMPOSITION

PlaySafe™ Poured-in-Place surfacing is a 2-layer system consisting of a Basemat of 100%

post-consumer recycled SBR (styrene butadiene rubber) and polyurethane and a top

surface consisting of recycled post-industrial EPDM (ethylene propylene Diene monomer)

rubber and polyurethane.

The type of playground equipment determines the required Basemat thickness, and the

Basemat thickness may be different at various locations on the playground site.

Impact Layer (applied first) The depth of

the surface varies depending on the

critical fall requirement

exceptional weathering and binding attributes.

C. SBR Black base layer

Recycled SBR rubber buffing 1-3, 1-4mm.

D. EPDMwear surface

1. UV Stabilized virgin EPDM rubber

2. Available in sieve's of .5 - 1.5 mm, 1 - 3 mm or 1- 4 mm

77. Pour. Pour--InIn--Place System:Place System:

1. Independently tested to ASTM F1292 standards for head injury criteria.

2. Slip resistant in wet and dry conditions

3. Abrasion resistant

4. Fire Retardant

5. Fungal resistant

6. Resistance to weathering and aging

7. Complies with ADA accessibility standards

EPDM Color Layer (applied last)Color Layer (applied last)

The typical depth of the color layer isThe typical depth of the color layer is

88mmmm

Privet Villa- Riyadh

Public Parks- Hael

Al- Riyadh Privet

Schools-Riyadh

Sarpco CEO

Resort
Al Hasa
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a. Safety Rubber Tiles :

Safety is the number one concern of industrial and commercial applications.

With SARPCO, the concept of safety embraces all the phases of the products life.

Sarpco Rubber Tiles provide the safety, exibility and durability you need for almost any

impact-prone surface. Resilient and slip resistant. They are designed for greater exibility,

durability and fall protection. Each tile is molded to reduce gaps and sized for easy

installation. All tiles are bonded with a polyurethane resin and UV stabilizer to create an

attractive and durable safety surface.

Application: the product is widely used in kindergarten, Schools, Parks, Playgrounds,

Patios footway, poolside, gymnasiums, weight rooms, outdoor fitness areas, play areas.

Colored Square /Interlock Rubber Tile:Colored Square /Interlock Rubber Tile:
Made with pigmented black granules mixed with enough percentage of polyurethane binder,

Sarpco square Tiles are pressure-molded and processed from recycled rubber and PU binder.

-- Freckled Interlock Rubber Tile:Freckled Interlock Rubber Tile:
These tiles are highlighted by the mix of EPDM granules on top surface and comes in

freckled red, green, blue, beige and jazz for your choice. Also made with the mixture of

polyurethane binder. Most Ideal for indoor fitness centers & offices.

Black Gray Red GreenBlack Gray Red Green Blue BeigeBlue Beige

Size: 500 x 500mmx10-80mm

Size:Size: 860860 xx 600600mmxmmx1010--8080mmmm

Size: 600 x 860mmx10-80mm

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Top EPDM Rubber Tile:Top EPDM Rubber Tile:
The upper 5 to 6mm layer of these tiles are made with pure EPDM to provide a better

finish. Compared to other tiles, they are more resilient due to advance properties of

EPDM rubber.

Children Playground Safety Rubber Tile:Children Playground Safety Rubber Tile:
Designed to protect children from fall heights, this perfectly resilient tile is best to use

around children’s playground area. These innovative and colorful tiles can reduce impact

from falls of up to 2.4m, and because they’re made from recycled material, they have

minimum impact on the environment. supplied with its transition ramps if ordered in

600mm thickness only.

Size:Size: 860860 xx 600600mmxmmx1010--8080mmmm

::600600 xx 600600mmxmmx 33//55//88//1010mmmm

Roll: Width:Roll: Width: 12001200mm , Length:mm , Length: 1010//1515mm

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

For more information & available colorsFor more information & available colors

Ask for Sarpco Rubber ZipAsk for Sarpco Rubber Zip--Tile BrochureTile Brochure

Size:Size: 860860 xx 600600mmxmmx1010--8080mmmm

::500500 xx 500500mmxmmx 1010--8080mmmm

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Size:Size: 860860 xx 600600mmxmmx1010--8080mmmm

::500500 xx 500500mmxmmx 1010--8080mmmm

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Standard SeriesStandard Series

EPDM SeriesEPDM Series
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AntiAnti--Fatigue Rubber TileFatigue Rubber Tile

The main features of rubber flooring, flexibility and permanent resiliency, offer a very

high degree of comfort under-foot and anti-fatigue effect. This is particularly

important for those applications where people are standing on their feet while

performing their job (offices, transit areas, waiting rooms, restaurants, factories,

shopping malls, etc.).Here at this factory were employees will stand from eight (8) to twelve (12) hours a day. The owners

have installed the “Sarpco" Anti-Fatigue Rubber tile to prevent leg fatigue and injury.

Rubber Paver Tile

Made to last from very high density urethane bonded primary crumb rubber buffing. The tile

retains a cushion-like effect that is easy and non-fatiguing upon one's feet. Extremely easy to

maintain, just hose down or damp mop and let dry. A wonderful way to cover your problem

areas with the latest in rubber technology.

Applications:

Restaurant patios, Residential backyard patios, Pools' surrounds, Decks, Sports arenas ,

Courtyards Golf courses , Roof top and many other areas.Bottoms are channeled for air flow to eliminate potential cuppingTop surface has a paver brick design
Size: 600 x 600mmx13-20mm

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Size: 1350 x 900mmx10-20mm

860860xx600600xx1010--3030mmmm

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

AntiAnti--Ricochet Rubber Products For Army Shooting RangesRicochet Rubber Products For Army Shooting Ranges

A- Ballistic Rubber Tiles

Ballistic tiles have excellent capturing properties to prevent ricochets and lead

splashbacks. With a density of approximately 900 kg/m3, and a 0.67 N/mm2, ballistic

tiles provide a smooth finished surface with no protruding edges, it is installed on the

floor, walls and ceiling of the firing range for maximum protection.

B- Military Rubber Mulch:

Basic training is tough. Rubber Mulch is even tougher.

Military training calls for serious protective measures. Formulated of 100% recycled tires,

Rubber Mulch is the safety surfacing of choice for military obstacle courses, ropes courses,

and combat training pits. Number one in shock absorbency, Rubber Mulch has been

proven to significantly reduce the risk of military training injuries. Durable and skid-proof,

Rubber Mulch is made to last for a lifetime of rigorous military training.

Rubber Mulch safely absorbs bullets in shooting ranges, serving as the perfect backstop

for your shooting range!

Size:Size: 860860 xx 600600mmxmmx4343--8080mmmm

::500500 xx 500500mmxmmx4343--8080mmmm

Available ColorsAvailable Colors
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a. Soundproofing Anti-Vibration Isolation Pads

A black recycled resilient rubber pad designed to absorb and reduce point load vibration for use

under white goods, treadmills and a wide variety of noisy equipment that may vibrate. This

product is ideal for reducing vibration caused from products such a washing machines, compressors

or exercise equipment. It does not reduce the airborne noise that these items might create but

helps to decouple the vibration. The vibration is what will pass through any flooring to annoy

neighbors beneath.

b. Underlay Rubber sheets & Rolls.

Floor finishes requires insulation that will be best achieved with rubber underlay to ensure a

pleasant environment. It is resilient and durable combined with compressive stability, easy to

install and can be loose laid if desired.

c. ESD - Static Control . Insulating rubber mat, to prevent from electrical shocks.
This product can be relied on to totally eliminate the possibility of an electric shock released

through the floor from the electrical room of any structure. Available in black and choice of colors,

made to provide the highest degree of Static Control in applications where the Control of Static

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

made to provide the highest degree of Static Control in applications where the Control of Static

Build-up and Static Discharge are of primary importance (hospitals, computer rooms, clean rooms,

electronic manufacturing plants, etc.)

d. Thermal & Acoustical resistant Rubber Tile & Rolls

Interiors, whether residential, commercial or industrial buildings are deemed to be properly

insulated from a wide range of Acoustical & temperature either heat or cold. These tiles can

represent the function by installing them in between double walls or directly on internal walls.

We offer thickness of 10, 15, and 20mm.

Size:Size: 860860 xx 600600mmxmmx1010--2020mmmm

::500500 xx 500500mmxmmx1010--2020mmmm

600600xx600600mmxmmx33//55//66//88//1010mmmm

13501350xx9090mmxmmx1010--2020mmmm

Standard SeriesStandard Series

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

EPDM SeriesEPDM Series

Size: 1,350mmx900mmx10-20mm

Size: Width: 1,200mm , Length: 10,15,20 meter

Thickness: 2,3,5,6,8,10mm
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a. Stables floor & wall Rubber tiles

Resilient and durable flooring is also needed by your horses to provide comfort and

lessen their fatigue. Their body movements while on stable is also of utmost

importance. Our high density tiles will help you ease their pain.

b. Equestrian Rubber Mulch

While training your horses, it is imperative that they will feel relaxed. Our colored mulch

evenly spread on sand can improve your horses’ stagnant performance.

a. Crumb Rubber ( SBR)

This meticulously prepared product is not only environmentally friendly, it is a product

of thousand uses. It is the most vital component to produce a lot of products for civil

engineering applications, automobiles, aviation, communications, shipping, industries,

recreation and sports. They are either on either 25 kg bags or jumbo bags (maximum

of 1 ton) and are available in 1, 2 ,3, 4mm or combination thereof.

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Size:Size: 860860 xx 600600mmxmmx2020--8080mmmm

::500500 xx 500500mmxmmx 2020--8080mmmm

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

b- Rubber modified asphalt

Adding tire crumb rubber to the hot bitumen improves the performance, as proven

over thousands of highway miles. Advantage include decreased rutting, reflective and

thermal cracking, reduced traffic noise and lower maintenance work.

c- Landscape rubber products

1- Rubber Mulch:
Made from 100% recycled rubber, Rubber Mulch looks like shredded bark, but resists fading and

compacting, while retaining ground moisture. And Rubber Mulch won't attract bugs or animals.

Imagine all the beauty and benefits of woodmulch without the cost and labor of yearly replacement.

SARPCO Rubber Mulch gives landscape professionals and home gardeners a stylish and sound

alternative to costly garden maintenance.

2- Rubber Mulch Tree Ring
Innovative mulch tree ring is dark brown. Just cut a 1/2" deep circle in your turf to allow the ring to lay flush with

the existing turf. Then simply slip the precut ring around your tree. Allows water, air and nutrients to pass through

to the tree but form a barrier against weeds. Ring is made 100% from recycled tires. Rubber mulch is maintenance-

free, can be easily cut to size and will not discolor, decompose or blow away.

Available ColorsAvailable Colors

Website : www.saudirubber.com  -  E-mail : sales@saudirubber.com

P. O. Box 3869 - Al-Khobar 31952 - Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Tel: +966 - 3 - 812 1919 - Fax: +966 - 3 - 812 1818

Crumb Rubber,  Safety Rubber Tiles,  Sports & Playgrounds Safety  Surfacing ,  Artificial Grass  
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